
Special Report 
 

The Student Printz is now in on the Action! 
An Investigative Series on the use of the CoB's Budget 

 
 
The misguided views on "confidentiality" of CoB Dean Harold Doty, Associate Dean 
Farhang Niroomand, M&M Chair Barry Babin, EFIB Chair George Carter, and the rest 
of the CoB's administrative team has created what may be the most significant backlash 
against false notions of "confidentiality" that USM has seen (as an institution) in its 100 
years of existence.  Just yesterday, 22 Feb 2007, the student newspaper, The Student 
Printz, ran a page 1 article about some potentially ill-advised administrative raises at 
USM (page 1 of the 22-Feb-06 TSP is inserted below on the last page of this report). The 
article by Printz writer M. Jake Meek is entitled "Pay Increases Anger Senate," indicates 
that a USM Faculty Senate report shows that administrative salaries at USM increased by 
as much as 25% over the past year.  As Faculty Senate President-Elect Stephen Judd told 
Meek, "The issue is whether these [administrative] raises are out of proportion to other 
raises on campus." 
 
As a part of this article, the editor of The Student Printz, David McRaney, uploaded a pdf 
copy of the 2006-2007 USM Operating Budget, in its entirety, to the newspaper's 
website.  That link was highlighted (inserted) inside the print edition of the paper, as 
shown below: 
 

 
 

Reporters at usmpride.com visited the newspaper's website and found a number of 
interesting features about this story.  For example, the screen presented below indicates 
that the USM salaries document that was posted to The Student Printz webpage turned 
out to be the "Most Popular Article" in the 22-Feb-06 issue of the newspaper, surpassing 
both Meek's article on the faculty senate's outrage over the pay raises (#2) and the most 
recent "Pillow Talk" installment (#3): 
 



 
 
Commentary/Opinions on CoB Salaries 
 
Our reporters next followed the link to the pdf version of the Budget Book that McRaney 
uploaded.  We pasted some examples of CoB data that can be found using the TSP link to 
faculty salaries at USM.  These are below: 
 

 
 
The insert above shows us that Rod Posey, the SAIS Director who instructed accounting 
professor Marc DePree to treat ACC 511 as if equal to ACC 200 in terms of academic 
rigor, was actually being paid more than $122,000 per year by MS taxpayers to come up 
with such ill-advised directives.  Professor Stanley Clark also earns well over $100,000 
per year, as shown above. 
 



 
 
The next insert, shown above, indicates that Charles Jordan is paid more than $116,000 
per year.  Readers of usmpride.com may recall that Jordan resides in Panama City, FL 
(see "Doctors Beyond Borders").  Thus, a good bit of his salary is spent in that sunny 
state, and a good bit of his time for research and other pursuits is spent on the lengthy 
commute.  Jim Henderson, one of the premier amateur golfers in the Pine Belt, is paid 
more than $112,000 per year to teach some classes for SAIS. 
 

 
 
As the next insert, shown above, indicates, Gwen Pate received a hefty raise of almost 
$6,000 last year, bringing her total salary to about $101,000 per year.  Readers will recall 
that she publicly took "the heat" (for Dean Harold Doty) over the HVAC debacle from 
spring 2006.  Lee Gore, USM Counsel and part-time accounting instructor, received a 
very nice raise on his CoB-based salary.  He has been doing a lot of work over the past 
year providing "legal opinions" for Dean Doty. 
 

 
 
Last, but not least, the small insert above shows that accounting instructor Patty Munn is 
inching closer to overtaking the PhD assistant professors in economics. 
 

 
 



The next insert, shown above, reminds everyone just how much George Carter now 
banks from MS taxpayers.  That is almost $126,000/year, and counting.  It is amazing 
that Carter's raises continue to surpass those of Edward Nissan, Carter's "co-author." 
 

 
 
The insert above shows that former EFIB Chair Mark Klinedinst is now well-ensconced 
in the "former chair with benefits program" in the CoB.  With a raise of $4,745, 
Klinedinst must still be getting rewarded from the last journal article he published, which 
was in 1998.  It's always nice to see Bill Gunther bringing to "Sweet Home Alabama" 
over $120,000.  MS taxpayers must be real fond of Bill.  (Our reporters attempted to 
divide Gunther's salary by the amount of work he puts into the CoB's Bureau of Business 
and Economic Research, but apparently the calculator couldn't handle the zero in the 
denominator.) 
 
As the small insert below shows, Ed Nissan might not get the attention from George 
Carter (via raises) that Carter gets from Carter, but he is well cared for, as the $116,000+ 
per year salary suggests. 
 

 
 
Below you will find the salary that finance assistant professor Larry Eisenberg would 
have been paid during 2006-07. 
 

 
 
However, Eisenberg never received this money because Carter lowered the tenure club 
onto Eisenberg's head (a report at usmpride.com indicates that Carter began a campaign 
to oust Eisenberg just before Eisenberg's 3rd Year Review process began).  Eisenberg is 
now on staff at the New Jersey Institute of Technology. 
 

 
 
Now, on to the Babins.  Barry and Laurie pull down well over $200,000 per year (see 
above).  Very nice. 
 



 
 
The insert above is a real peach.  Management professor David Duhon turned the now 
infamous "Letter of Agreement" into a new salary that is higher than both Michael Vest's 
and Sharon Topping's -- 2 faculty with clearly superior records to Duhon's (Topping 
actually boosted Duhon over the top with her research mentoring of him). 
 
The next insert (below) deals with what is arguably the salary situation that is nearest and 
dearest to the hearts of CoB faculty and staff.  That is the salary (and raise) given to CoB 
Associate Dean, Farhang Niroomand. 
 

 
 
Niroomand could work anywhere else in the country he wanted to, yet he's chosen to 
remain at USM to help build a respectable academic institution.  For that we ask:  is 
$143,000/year enough? 
 
Before we conclude our journey through the USM Budget Book, let's not forget about 
marketing professor Tony Henthorne's girlfriend, Katie Pounders.  Readers will recall 
that Doty hired Pounders to serve as the CoB's Alternative Learning Coordinator, an act 
that had no impact on Henthorne's ability to remain impartial during College Advisory 
Committee grievance appeal proceedings (there were three of these during 2006-07, a 
number sources indicate represents a college record high).  Pounders' salary for the ALC 
position is listed below: 
 

 
 
Of course, Pounders no longer serves as the CoB's ALC.  Sources indicate that she is now 
at LSU pursuing a doctorate in business, and se is expected to return to the CoB in about 
three years as a tenure-track faculty member in Henthorne's department. 
 
As you ponder the implications of the USM Budget Book being hosted online by USM's 
own The Student Printz, keep in mind that, according to sources, TSP editor David 
McRaney is a frequent visitor to usmpride.com.  As such, it is very likely that reports 
here at usmpride.com that argue against the CoB's ill-conceived notions of 
"confidentiality" may have impacted McRaney in ways that led to his decision to host the 
publicly available information on USM salaries.  For that we may all owe some debt of 
gratitude to Doty, Niroomand, Babin, Carter and the rest. 



  


